Unexpected non-seasonal increase of bacterial meningitis cases in Georgia in 2009.
In summer of 2009, During the period of 20-June - 31-August in total 32 patients with the clinical diagnosis of bacterial meningitis were hospitalized in two hospitals of Tbilisi (Center for Infectious Pathologies and Iashvili Child Clinic). Within a week's time (13 July-19 July) 9 persons with suspected cases of bacterial meningitis were hospitalized in both clinic. Our attention was attracted by the increased number of hospitalized patients within non-seasonal period. Goal of investigation was to establish the extent of the outbreak, to detect possible exposures, and to establish recommendations for prevention activities of disease. For laboratory confirmation cerebral spinal fluid biochemical and bacteriological (culturing) testing was used, but no single causative agent was isolated. To detect risk factors patients' were interviewed. 78.5% (25) of the hospitalized persons were under 14 years of age, and among them--70% (22) preschool children. The most common exposure identified through the interviews with patients included active or passive exposure to tobacco smoking (38%), an existence of the recent upper respiratory infection (31%), and attending crowded places (23%). Since causative agents were not isolated, we were not able to establish whether the increasing number of disease was caused from different etiologic pathogens or from single agent. We were not able to establish the presence of an outbreak since no single causative agent was isolated. Previous use of antibiotics remains the only likely reason for low detection of the pathogen. Detected risk-factors for distribution of disease were smoking, existence of the recent upper respiratory infection, and attending crowded places. In order to control increasing number of bacterial meningitis, improving basic laboratory diagnosis by implementing advanced methods that are not affected by the prior use of antibiotics, such as serological testing might be crucial, as well as increasing awareness of population about risk factors of bacterial meningitis and importance of early seeking medical care.